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I am most grateful, Mr Speaker. Mr Speaker, I rise to make a Statement on some disturbing issues 

on the current state of affairs in the Subin Constituency in particular, and the Kumasi metropolis 

in general. It essentially concerns a potential social upheaval and disturbances. These happenings 

are left unchecked due to the huge expectation of the people. 

Mr Speaker, the Subin Constituency is located at the heart of the Kumasi Metropolitan Area and 

it shares borders with a number of constituencies such as Bantama, Nhyiaeso, Asokwa, 

Oforikrom, Manhyia and Asawase. It is about the smallest constituency in size, but the most 

densely populated, especially during the daytime, as it is and has always been the place to be. 

Mr Speaker, like most cities and urban areas of Ghana, Kumasi has grown organically from the 

original one-mile square, with the centre at the General Post Office in Adum, Subin, and this has 

resulted in a situation where Adum is the location for almost every civil transaction with 

governmental agencies, et cetera. This situation has made the daytime population, arguably the 

highest in the region, and as a result, congestion is very rife. 

Mr Speaker, being where it is, Subin has become home to a lot of ethnic groups in Ghana, and 

any negative impact has the capacity to affect a lot more families and households. There are nine 

electoral areas in Subin, namely; Baamu Dominase, Nsuase, Fante New Town, Asem, Asafo, 

Dadiesoaba, Amakom, Afful Nkwanta and Anlo Fante New Town. The dominant economic 

activities of the residents are provision of mechanical fitting services, trading, teaching, banking, 

civil service, artisanal, driving, building and health services. The main ethnic groups which make 

up Subin are Akans, who are in the majority, Mole-Dagbani, Gruma, Ga Dangbe, Ewes and Hausas. 

Locations and facilities 

Mr Speaker, the Subin Constituency houses in its entirety the original Central Business District as 

designed by the city planners. Some of the facilities located in the constituency are: 

▪ The Kumasi Central Market, the largest open-air market area in the West African sub-

region 

▪ The Baba Yara Sports Stadium 

▪ The Civil and Public Service institutions in general 

▪ The major banks and financial institutions such as GRA, insurance agencies, et cetera 

▪ The Military Barracks and Headquarters 

▪ The Police Barracks and Headquarters 

▪ The Central Prisons and Headquarters 

▪ The principal shopping streets and retail outlets 

▪ The Kejetia Transport Terminal 

▪ The Asafo Market Transport Terminal; and 

▪ The Central Post Office. 



▪ Travel pattern in the city 

Mr Speaker, the housing of these facilities in the Subin Constituency has dictated the travel 

pattern of the residents of the city of Kumasi in a way, as people have needs to be met by these 

institutions daily, and this has resulted in increasing levels of human and vehicular traffic on 

adaily basis, albeit in one direction. This has resulted in intolerable congestion. There are a 

number of arterial roads that offer access into the constituency, namely; Osei Tutu Boulevard 

from the east, Lake Road from the south, Bantama Road from the west and the Manhyia Road 

from the north. 

Mr Speaker, these roads are not good shape and they are all congested during the morning and 

evening peak periods, making access to the constituency and therefore, the Central Business 

District, increasingly difficult. This serves as a disincentive to customers. 

The potential impact on businesses is therefore, a major concern to me as their representative, 

as it may eventually make the Central Business District less and less competitive. Kumasi has been 

arguably the number one place for foodstuffs trade in Ghana, and there is the urgent need to 

address this vehicular congestion menace. 

Rehabilitation works 

Mr Speaker, there are lots of construction activities taking place in the constituency, and the 

Kumasi Central Market is being redeveloped into a modern market, with a potential five-fold 

increment of retail space and opportunities, which are commendable. The Kejetia Transport 

Terminal, the biggest transport terminal which serves the entire country, is also being 

redeveloped with the view to expanding its capacity –– another laudable endeavour. 

Mr Speaker, these major developmental works are good, but there has not been any 

commensurate level of improvement in the road and traffic management works in the city 

centre, thus worsening an already bad situation, no asphalt overlay works to improve the riding 

quality. There are no new pedestrian bridges, et cetera. 

Mr Speaker, as a result of these redevelopment efforts, the constituency is experiencing a lot of 

human and vehicular traffic congestion in the heart of the city and there has also been an 

exponential increase in the number of hawkers and traders plying their trade on the streets and 

walkways. It appears to me, that the metropolitan authority is saddled with a burden bigger than 

they can deal with, the social consequences could be dire should anything go wrong. 

Mr Speaker, upon completion of these developmental efforts, my checks suggest that the former 

occupants of the central market and the transport terminal will have the first right of refusal in 

occupying the new shops, but the anticipated cost of these new shops may be prohibitive. 

This situation, if accurate, would put a lot of people out of work, and affect many households 

who ply their trade in Subin and Kumasi, and this would worsen the already critical 

unemployment situation in the country, which has been described as a national security issue. 



In addition to the former occupants, there are the new traders who have occupied the streets 

and walkways for some time now.  Their operations are a nuisance to the general public and their 

continued stay on the roads and pavements would not be tolerated by the Kumasi Metropolitan 

Assembly a day longer, upon completion of the facility. However, if it is not properly managed, 

the potential social disruption that may take place in the constituency and the city as a whole, 

may be too much for the city to handle. 

Conclusion 

Mr Speaker, in conclusion, my concern largely stems from a similar development exercise that 

was to be undertaken at the race course site in Kumasi. In that instance, the persons affected by 

the project were reported to have relocated to the then uncompleted structures at the Asokore-

Mampong Affordable Housing Estates. 

Mr Speaker, the crime rate was reported to have gone up within their new area of residence 

between Ayigya and Asokore Mampong, and this become a national security issue. This situation 

must be avoided. It is in this vein, Mr Speaker, that I am using this opportunity to make an appeal, 

and to seek ways in which this potential eruptive issue can be avoided and managed. 

I am most grateful, Mr Speaker, for granting me audience. 

 


